
Everything you ever wanted to knowEverything you ever wanted to know

about trans (but were afraid to ask)about trans (but were afraid to ask)

by Brynn Tannehill
Leading activist and essayist Brynn Tannehill tells you everything
you ever wanted to know about transgender issues but were
afraid to ask. The book aims to break down deeply held
misconceptions about trans people across all aspects of life, from
politics, law and culture, through to science, religion and mental

health, to provide readers with a deeper understanding of what it means to be
trans.

It gets better : coming out, overcomingIt gets better : coming out, overcoming

bullying, and creating a life worth livingbullying, and creating a life worth living

by Dan Savage
A collection of essays and testimonials written to teens from
celebrities, political leaders, and everyday people, stresses to gay
and lesbian youth that they can lead fulfilling lives free of
bullying, and that their adult years will get better.
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The pride guide : a guide to sexual andThe pride guide : a guide to sexual and

social health for LGBTQ youthsocial health for LGBTQ youth

by Jo Langford
Focuses on the realities of being a sexual minority teen, providing
guidance and understanding for children, parents, and supporters.

A quick & easy guide to they/themA quick & easy guide to they/them

pronounspronouns

by Archie Bongiovanni
The concept of gender-neutral pronouns is introduced through a
graphic novel tale of Archie, a snarky genderqueer artist, and
cisgender Tristan, who is looking for an easy way to introduce
these pronouns to his diverse workplace

The Green RoadThe Green Road

by Anne Enright
When Christmas day reunites the Madigan children under one roof
in County Clare, Ireland, years after leaving their mother Rosaleen
behind to follow their dreams, they each must confront the terrible
weight of family ties and the journey that brought them home

Beyond magenta : transgender teensBeyond magenta : transgender teens

speak outspeak out

by Susan Kuklin
Shares insights into the teen transgender experience, tracing six
individual's emotional and physical journey as it was shaped by
family dynamics, living situations, and the transition each teen

made during the personal journey

The 57 busThe 57 bus

by Dashka Slater
Tells the true story of an agender teen who was set on fire by
another teen while riding a bus in Oakland, a crime that focuses on
the concepts of race, class, gender, crime, and punishment

Being Jazz : my life as a (transgenderBeing Jazz : my life as a (transgender

teen)teen)

by Jazz Jennings
The author reccounts how her public experiences have influenced
her attitude towards the transgender community, as she works to
educate others about transgenderism while navigating the
challenges of being a teenager

Trans teen survival guideTrans teen survival guide

by Owl
Presents inspiration and advice for transgender teenagers about
the complexities of growing up trans, covering such topics as
coming out, preferred pronouns, clothing, hormone therapy, and
self-care

Brave faceBrave face

by Shaun David Hutchinson
Describes the author's struggles as a teen and young adult
growing up gay in an intolerant atmosphere in the 1990's, the
factors that led him to attempt suicide, and how he ultimately
found internal and external acceptance

Queer : the ultimate LGBTQ guide forQueer : the ultimate LGBTQ guide for

teensteens

by Kathy Belge
An updated and revised edition of an award-winning guide to
navigating life as an LGBT teen includes coverage of topics ranging
from coming out and building an LGBT social circle to finding
people to date and standing up against bigotry and homophobia.

Original.

This book is gayThis book is gay

by James Dawson
A British author of teen fiction offers basic information about the
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender experience, including
terms, religious issues, coming out, and sex acts, for people of all
orientations, including the merely curious.
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